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Mr. Roy C. Rees, Investigator
United States Department of Labor
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration
1600 167th Street
Suite 9
Calumet City, IL 60409

Re: Mr. Oscar Shirani

Dear Mr. Rees:

We have received and reviewed the February 1, 2002 Statement of Oscar Shirani
("Statement") that you faxed to Robert Helfrich on February 12, 2002. The Statement had been
forwarded to Exelon Corporation ("Exelon") apparently as a complaint under Section 21 1 of the
Energy Reorganization Act, 42 U.S.C. § 5851 ("Section 21 1"). This is the position statement of
Exelon in response to the allegations that Mr. Shirani made in his Statement Mr. Shirani alleges
events and conversations involving various managers going back several years during both his
employment with the Nuclear Generation Group of Exelon Generation Company ("Exelon
Nuclear') and his subsequent employment with the Exelon Business Services Company
("Exelon BSC"). It is not clear what specific actions by Exelon Nuclear or Exelon BSC Mr.
Shirani contends were discriminatory, other than his termination. This position statement is
Exelon's best effort to surmise the specific actions at issue and respond accordingly.1 Exelon is
firmly committed to cooperating fully with the Department of Labor ("DOL') and providing you
with any information that you need.

As set forth below, Exelon never discriminated against Mr. Shirani in any way for
his having raised issues concerning nuclear safety. The sole action by management that falls

1 Exelon reserves the right to present new or additional facts or arguments at a later date. While
this position statement is true and correct in all respects to the best of bur knowledge, it does not
constitute an affidavit and is not intended to be used as evidence of any kind in any court or
admiiinistrative proceeding.
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within the 180-day limitations period of Section 211 is Mr. Shirani's termination. There is no
causal connection whatsoever between his termination from Exelon BSC and any issues he may
have raised over a year earlier while employed by Exelon Nuclear. The July 2000 audit of U.S.
Tool & Dye that Mr. Shirani references in his Statement did not generate, and indeed would not
have generated, any retaliatory animus in any Exelon Nuclear or Exelon BSC managers.
Moreover, Mr. Shirani was terminated because of his unyielding and inexplicable refusal to
apply for his auditing position during a restructuring of Exelon BSC's internal auditing
department. All of the other actions by Exelon Nuclear or Exelon BSC managers that Mr.
Shirani alleges directly or by implication are time-barred and, in any event, were not retaliatory.

I. MR. SHIRANI'S EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

Mr. Shirani commenced his employment with Commonwealth Edison Company
("CornEd"), a predecessor company to the Exelon Corporation, on May 21, 1990, as a Principal
Engineer in ComEd's Nuclear Engineering and Construction Department. In May 1994, he was
promoted to Senior Engineer. Mr. Shirani received another promotion in May 1996 to Quality
Audit Administrator withiin the Nuclear Oversight Department. He held that position until
January 2001 when he became a Principal Auditor in Exelon BSC.

A. Changes in Corporate Structure During Mr. Shirani's Employment.

During Mr. Shirani's tenire, the corporate structure of ComEd changed in a
number of significant ways. CornEd became a subsidiary of Unicom Corporation ("UnicomD).
On October 20, 2000, Unicom merged with Pennsylvania-based PECO Energy Corporation
("PECO") to create Exelon Corporation. The electrical generation assets of Unicorn and PECO
Were consolidated within Exelon Generation Company, L.L.C., with nuclear operations placed in
the Nuclear Generation Group of Exelon Generatioh Comnpany ("Exelon Nuclear"). The
transmission and distribution of electricity be6ame the business of two separate companies
within the Exelon family - CornEd Energy Delivery and PECO Energy Delivery. Exelon BSC
was created as a distinct corporate entity to provide services that were shared by all the Exelon
businesses, including the administratioia of employee benefits, certain finance and auditing
functions, the legal department and certain information technology functions.

Thus, although hired originally by ComEd, in October 2000 Mr. Shirani became
an employee in Exelon Nuclear, and then in January 2001 became an employee of Exelon B3SC
when he took the position of Principal Auditor. To avoid unnecessary confusion and verbiage,
we will refer throughout the remainder of this position statement to Exelon Nuclear even when
discussing Mr. Shirani's employment with ComEd prior to the October 20, 200Q effective date of
the merger.
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B. Mr. Shirani's Employment as a Quality Auditor in Exelon Nuclear.

Throughout Mr. Shirani's employment as a Quality Auditor in Exelon Nuclear's
Supplier Evaluation Services department from May 1996 to January 2001, his responsibilities
were generally to audit the facilities and operations of vendors who provide equipment and
materials to the nuclear power plants; to oversee the inspection of those vendors' facilities and
operations; to assure that the vendors are in compliance with regulations promulgated by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC") and with Exelon Nuclear's own quality and safety
standards; and to report the results of his audits. These duties constituted a critical function of
Exelon Nuclear's Supplier Evaluation Services department. With its nuclear stations licensed by
the NRC, Exelon Nuclear is responsible for assuring that all covered equipment at the stations
meets NRC quality assurance criteria (10 C.F.R Part 50, Appendix B). Instead of merely relying
on the vendors' quality assurance programs, Exelon Nuclear through its Quality Auditors
undertakes comprehensive independent audits of the vendors. In addition, Exelon and a number
of nuclear utilities formed the Nuclear Procurement Initiative Committee ("NUPIC') to conduct
vendor audits, with one company taking the role of lead auditor of a particular vendor and
representatives from other companies providing support on the audit. The NRC encourages such
efforts to police the vendors; and Exelon and other NUPIC members frequently share the results
of the audits with the NRC.

Mr. Shirani received favorable performance evaluations and significant raises
throughout his entire tenure as a Quality Auditor, including a favorable evaluation for the

alendar year 2000, his last year in Exelon Nuclear. Indeed, in 2000, with an anniual salary of
Mr. Shirani was the second hihest paid'auditor of the six auditors in his

Organization. His salary exceeded even that of his
wasMr.Shiranir the last sevl years prior to Mr.Sbirani's d
from Exelon Nuclear in January 2001.valued Mr. Shirani's work-and repeatedly
complimented him on the quality and thorougess of his audits. /

In his Statement, Mr. Shirani references his work as lead auditor of the dry cask
storage vendor U.S. Tool & Dye, an audit that was completed and reported by Mr. Shirani in
July 2000. In that audit report, Mr. Shirani's team of auditors found certain problems with U.S.
Tool & Dye's quality assurance program. _ s Mr. Shirani's supervisor, reviewed and
formall approved the audit and informed Mr. Shirani that hi work on that project was very
goo4n the performance evaluation for year 2000 8Fted Mr. Shirani the highest
possib~e rating of"1" (meaning "Exceeds Results -'Surpassed dxpected results on
commitments') for Mr. Shirani's performance as the lead on the Dry Cask Storage Project. He U-
previously had rated Mr. Shirani the highest possible rating on that project for the prior calendar
year, l999/e Exhibit A (attached).

The audit report was in no way critical of Exelon Nuclear and had no impact on
Exolon Nuclear's operations. xpressly asked Mr. Shirani if the U.S. Tool & Dye (
audit warrants a stop work order, and Mr. Shirani told him.it did not because the issues were not

3.20 01 -05 5
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sufficiently severe and the resident inspector on-site would handle things appropriately. Thus,
the dry cask loading work commenced in June 2000 and was neither prevented nor delayed by
Mr. Shfrani or his team's audit findings. As early as October 2000, Mr. Shirani reported to U.S.
Tool & Dye that it had effectively resolved the concerns he had raised in the audit. Exhibit E.

In the summer of 2000, in anticipation of the October 2000 merger that would
create Exelon Nuclear and various other entities within the Exelon family, Unicorn and PECO
undertook a reorganization of most of their management ranks: In the course of this
reorganization, numerous positions, and indeed entire departments, were eliminated. The
remaining positions within the reorganized corporation were divided into various tiers from
Exelon's senior officers down to "management" positions. Nuclear operations, like many other
operations, undertook a re-staffing of all personnel through a process by which all employees
were required to apply for, or be nominated for, one or more positions in the new organization.
With some exceptions, this staffing effort was completed by the merger effective date.

Mr. Shirani was considered for a number of positions, including his position of
.QuS1iv Auditor, during the re-staffing process within the company's nuclear operations.*

~elected Mr. Shirani as a Quality Auditor within Exelon Nuclear and informed Mr.
Shirani in September 2000 of his decision. This was a permanent position at the same rate of
pay.

C. Mr. Shirani Seeks and Obtains a Position Outside of Exelon Nuclear.

Mr. Shirani expressed to his supervisor and others that he was disappointed that
he had not been placed in a higher position during the sumnmer 2000 re-staffing process. He,
accordingly, sought other positions. At that time, he was under consideration for the position of
Diversity Manager in Exelon Nuclear which would have constituted a promotion for him from
his position of Qualit Auditor. Mr. Shirani contacte

da speciically requested tha consider him for a position in the
fnnedepartment of Mxelo gS . d*tial eeneiulv cu ted due

_l fan employee resource gro~pin which Mr. Shirani was actv.tl r
S h rn a it would be difficult for to find an opportunity for hmPtigaztion
due.to M . Shirani's lack of financial auditing experine., - so indica'tetcrai
operations withir department had not been restructured and re-staffed as of yet becaus
was missing keyl~ag' so ael including the General Auditor who would directie
internal auditing department. oldMr. Shirani, however, thao would review# *
organization's internal auditing function, the one area in which Mr. Shirani might be able to
contribute, and see if there might be an opportunity.

Because of Mr. Shirani's strong interest in coming to or
worked with Human Resources to identify a position for .
him the position of Principal Auditor at a salary grade E-4. l~also arranged for a sizeable
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.Zalary increase for Mr. Shirani of 8.19% which raised his annual salary t* - JAier,
Mr. Shirani's supervisor in Exelon Nuclear became aware of Mr. Shirani's interest in

leaving the department and moving to Exelon BSC old Mr. Shirani tha#
would prefer that he remain in Exelon Nuclear becaus and the Supp iervaOluaticin
Services organization highly valued his work and ex eS.At no time was Mr. Shirhni asked,
directed or encouraged to leave Exelon Nuclear o epartment. Des item

equests, Mr. Shirani accepted the position in Exelon BSC, callerm
of his decision, and made another call to request that his name be withd DM om

consideration for the Diversity Manager position. Mr. Shirani assumed the Principal Auditor
position inJanu 001. March 2001, based primarily on the favorable performance
evaluation that ave Mr. Shirani for the cale dar year 2000, Mr. Shirani received
another raise that increas his annual salary to -7Q

D. Reorganization of the Internal Audit Department.

continuedefforts to find a General A i to
orianizatlun InAril 2001,

e to Exe fopers
andhad no cproeovidus connectio e n, . Whe
leadership of E responsi e for (i) eChicago
audit function consisting 0 I and Mr. Shirani, a
relatively small staff because the icago office relied almost completely upon outside
accounting firns to perform the actual audit work and (ii) the Philadelphia internal audit group,
which at its peak numbered close to twenty employees.

became aware thron own observati and from reports from
internal auditors of Mr. 's strengths and ts. Howeveralo became awe of
certain deficiencies that Mr. Shirani needed to overcome in order rive and progress in
internal auditing - specifically, his lack of experience in and knowledge of financial accounting, '
his lack of supervisory experience, and his difficulties in comnunications including problems in
writing clear and gram aticall rcise reports, ook various actions to help Mr.
Shirani overcome these issues. arranged fo finan ial auditors to includeMr. Shirani on
their audits so that he receiv -- job training in that are Withi ivolvement
and encouragement, orked on possibly hiring a suimmer intern for Mr. Shirani to

82 OO 1 O 5 5 EXHIBI f8
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supervise so that he gained supervisory experience. spent considerable time working
directly with Mr. Shirani on his written reports, reviewing &rI page-by-page with him to
provide guidance on how to improve them.

The Internal Audit Department had not been included within the original 2000
reorganizatio ause the General Auditor position had remained unfilled until April 2001.

rimary initial directive was to develop and implement a model for the Internal
Audit eApices epartment in both Chicago and Philadelphia. In doing this,spent
several months getting tb know the skills and abilities of the existing internal audit employees,
gaining an understanding of the actual functions they performed, and talking to the customers of
the group to develop a better understanding of their needs and expectations from-the group.

By the summer of 2001 ad decision as to how the Internal Audit
Department woiild be structured. A critica element of thM structure was the creation of a team
of auditors employed by Exelon BSC who would conduct the audits, rather than relying on
auditors employed by outsider contractors. ould directly supervise an IT Manager
and two Directors (one in Philadelphia and one i lucago). The Chicago-based Director would*
dire. Iy supervise two Managers, each of whom would lead a team of five to six Auditors.*
UZought to have the Director positions classified at the E-6 salary grade, which was the same
salary grade as ased upon market surveys and the need
to achieve some degree of parity with other groups within the E nce Organizaton, however,
Exelon's Compensation Departnent insisted despit quests that the Director
positions be'placed it salary grade E-5. This in turn necessitate that the Manager positions that
report to the Director be classified as a salary grade E4, and the auditors who report to those
Managers be classified as salary grade E-3.

The Managers in the organization tha l esigned would be expected to
supervise the staff of new auditors reporting to them as well to provide critical assistance and

2 Mr. Shirani's characterization of the process of hiring a summer intern, like his characterization
of other events, is inaccurate and incomplete. The reason than an intern was not hired was
because of scheduling problems. The organization that provided interns did not refer candidates
until the summer, long after most other interns with applicable' interest and education had been
hired elsewhere. Mr. Shirani himself identified the scheduling problem this would pose: He
would be out of the office for significant periods of time during the remainder of the summer
and, accordingly, the intern would have no supervision. It should also be pointed out that in this
context, as in many others, Mr. Shirani misrepresents the statements of various mariagers.J
Lid not say the things that Mr. Shirani attributes togas a suggestiorhad some cal
animus. As to other events, Exelon will not in this position statenient pointiwand deny every
misrepresentation by Mr. Shirani, but will 'address only the more egregious. Exelon generally'
denies his allegations of statements attributed to any manager and expressly reserves the right to
contest his misstatements.

EXHIBIT___
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advice on complex financial and other audit issues that the auditors encountered. 3 Accordingly,
_ lw~etermined that the successful candidates for Manager needed to have a strong

fiancial accounting background, including a C.PA. or comparable professional accreditation, as
well as prior supervisory experience. These requirements were 1 t on the position postings.
See Exhibit B. Consistent with procedures, employees wi rganization,
including Mr. Shirani, were required to express an interest in a position to be considered for it.

E. Mr. Shirani Applies for the Manager Position and Repeatedly Refuses to
Apply for an Auditor Position.

Mr. Shirani did not meet the minimum position qualifications for Manager,
notably, the requirement that the successful candidate possess a professional accreditation,
financial accounting experience, and supervisory experience. On October 11, 2001, he contacted
Human Resources Manager Martha Garza to express his concern that he lacked the necessary
qualifications. Ms. Garza encouraged him to apply for the Manager position anyway if he
believed that he could perform the duties of that job even without those qualifications. She also
advised him to .apply for the Auditor position, but he stated that he would only apply for the
higher level Manager position as it was at a salary grade of E4. Ms. Garza told him that, even
though the Auditor position was at salary grade E-3, he Would not receive apay cut if he took
that position.

tt . As bids on positions later were being accepted, several individuals told Mr.
Shirani that he should apply for the Auditor position so that he would have ajob if he did not
obtain the Manager position. He refused to do so. For example, dunn the October 22, 2001
interview of Mr. Shirani by for the Manager position, Id him that he
should apply for the Auditor position given the minimum qualificatons set for the Managerjob. 7C
When Mr. Shirani expressed concerns about his pay in the Auditorjob gain told him
his pay would not be cut and he would still be able to receive merit increases as well as bonuses. 4

3 Mr. Shirani contends that the Manager position had the same duties that he was performing as
Principal Auditor prior to the restructuring of the Internal Audit Department. This is patently
false. Unlike the work Mr.LShirani had been performing, the Manager was required for example
to supervise auditors, assume responsibility for "financial audits" (a very different type of audit
from what Mr. Shirani had been doing for Exelon BSC in the Intemal Audit Department),
assume ultimate responsibility for the final written audit report to be sent to the department's IL
customers, and perform hiring, firing, and discipline responsibilities. .
4 Given these types of opportunities to maintain a salary rate, it was not unusual for individuals
to apply during re-staffing for positions that meant a move to a lower salar ran For example,
one of the individuals who applied for one of the Director positions in- rgnzation
would have been dropped from an E-6 to an E-5 salary grade.

0 S ' ' (V °O 55 ' EXHIBIT ___
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F. D o es Not Select Mr. Shirani for the Manager Position.

After reviewing Mr. Shirani's application and the applications of the other
applican ecided not to offer the Manager position to Mr. Shirani eached this
conclusion ecause he did not meet the minimum position qualifications for the agerjob, he
did not have the needed professional accreditation, he had less than a year of internal audit
experience, he lack d a ervisory experience, and he had shortcomings in communication skills
such as writing. ultimately filled the Manager positions with two individuals who had
the proper accreditaton an had substantial supervisory and financial accounting experience.

Mr. Shirani was told of his non-selection on Friday, October 26, 2001, bi
dsGarza. They explained thaas seeking someone with a strong (9

financial background and deeper technical experience than Mr. Shirani yet possessed. They
further explained that they sought someone with supervisory experience, notin Athat the erson
selected would have responsibility for supervising a team of auditors. Finally, and Ms.
Garza noted that Mr. Shirani needed to improve his listening and communicatioh skills before he
could be successful in a managerial role. reiterate elief that Mr. Shirani with
greater experience and further development in the inancial a iing area could obtain the
necessary attributes to advance within the department. Ms. Garza an gain asked Mr.
Shirani whether he wanted to apply for the Auditor position and he again expresly refused to do
so. Ms. Garza and z accordingly informed Mr. Shirani that he would be released from
his position effective Decem er 26, 2001, and that he would be eligible to receive severance
benefits upon his termination. During the 60-days between October 26, 2001, and December 26,
2001, Mr. Shirani maintained his un ielding stance and did not express any interest in or apply
for an Auditor position department.

id Ms. Garza met with Mr. Shirani again on the aftenfoon of October ] (1
30,2001. The purposef this meeting was to discuss the transition of Mr. Shirani's remaining
audit projects to other department members so that Mr. Shirani could devote his full time and
efforts to working with the outplacement firm to locate alternative employment.
Ms. Garza explained that Mr. Shirani would remain on the payroll as an active employee through
his December 26 release date, but that it did not make sense for Mr. Shirani to become enmeshed
in a newly-started audit that was scheduled to continue into 2002. Mr. Shirani became very
angry and upset, accusingdi Ms. Garza of attempting to force him out. He stated he
would not leave the building wi out a court order requiring him to do so, and loudly and angrily.
accuse dMs. Garza of wanting him out ofthe buildingbcause they believed him
to be territand Ms. Garza became fearful th a M I Oft

Acrd'Pa!ucnttd security
personnel to escort . hni from the u ding. Mr. c ed to leave voice and e-
mail messages for various people making d ara statements about the company generally /
and particularly offensive statements about See, eg., Exhibit C. Mr. Shirani
subsequently filed a charge with the Equal mployment Opportunity Commission alleging
religion, national origin, and age discrimination (which the EEOC recently dismissed because it

3 m2 0 0 ° ExBITrJL
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found no evidence of discrimination) and filed the Statement at issue here with the Department
of Labor.

II. EXELON'S POSITION AS TO MR. SHIRANI'S ALLEGATIONS OF
* RETALIATION

Exelon has never retaliated against Mr. Shirani in any way for his having raised
nuclear safety issues in the July 2000 audit of U.S. Tool & Dye. The only action.by management
that falls within Section 211's 180-day statute of limitations is Mr. Shirani's termination.
Because there is no causal connection whatsoever between his termination from Exelon BSC and
any issues he may have raised over 15 months earlier while employed by Exelon Nuclear, Mr.
Shirani cannot make a prima facie showing of discrimination, and his case should be dismissed
on that basis alone. Moreover, Exelon has demonstrated by clear and convincing evidence that
Mr. Shirani would have been terminated regardless of any alleged protected activity: Mr. Shirani
was terminated because of his unyielding and inexplicable refusal to apply for the position of
Auditor during the restructuring of Exelon BSC's internal auditing department.

All of the other actions by Exelon Nuclear or Exelon BSC managers that Mr.
Shirani alleges directly or by implication cannot form a basis for a claim because they are time-
barred. In any event, not one of those alleged actions was retaliatory. Mr. Shirani's suggestion
that there was some plot to remove him from Exelon Nuclear is fanciful: Without any pressure
from any Exelon Nuclear manager and indeed despite requests that he remain, Mr. Shirani
voluntarily and through his own affirmative efforts left Exelon Nuclear for a higher paying
position in Exelon BSC. corganization of the Internal Audit Department and the
creation of the Princi al anager position with its newjob duties and minimum qualifications
were the result o strategic assessment of the department and the needs and
requirements of the entire organization. There is no evidence supporting Mr. Shirani's imaginedl L
notion -that these decisions were part of some scheme to retaliate against him for his alleged
protected activities that occurred over a year earlier in an entirely different organization.

Finally, Mr. Shirani's entire Statement rests upon his manufactured assumption
that his July 2000 audit of U.S. Tool & Dye and the NRC's interest in that audit would somehow
have generated a retaliatory animus in any of the Exelon Nuclear managers. To the contrary,
Exelon Nuclear required Mr. Shirani to conduct that audit as he did as part of his job duties and,
indeed, pursuant to the very purpose of Exelon Nuclear's Supplier Evaluation Services
department. Exelon Nuclear valued, appreciated, and even praised the thoroughness of Mr.
Shirani's work on that audit. In addition, there was nothing out of the ordinary in the NRC's
request to review that audit.

F 3 .20O1 A-055 EXHIBITJ}
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A. Mr. Shirani's Case Should Be Dismissed Because He Cannot Make a Prima Facie
Showing that any Protected Activity Was a Contributing Factor to the Decision to
Terminate his Employment.

Under Section 21 1, the DOL "shall dismiss a complaint ... and shall not conduct
the investigation required . . . unless the complainant has made a prima facie showing that any
[protected-behavior] was a contributing factor in the unfavorable personnel action alleged in the
complaint." 42 U.S.C..§ 5851(b)(3)(A). Consistent with this statutory provision, the DOL's
implementing regulations require dismissal in the absence of a prima facie showing, 29 C.F.R. §
24.5(b)(l), and further provide that complainant's prima facie case must show that
"circumstances were sufficient to raise the inference that the protected activity was likely a
contributing factor in the unfavorable action." 29 C.F.R. § 24.5(b)(2)(iv). Not only does Mr.
Shirani fail to raise the required inference of a causal nexus, the overwhelming evidence defeats
any such inference.

There is no evidence that the decision to terminate him had anything to do with
his having raised nuclear safety concerns. Indeed, the evidence is overwhelming that he was
terminated solely as the result of his continued refusa l for the position of Auditor despite
encouragement from several individuals that he do so. Njv ould have placed him in the
Auditor position had he stated that he would take it. In short, Mr. Shirani caused his termination
from the company.

Nor can there be any basis for a conclusion that 7"Decision not to place
Mr. Shimani in the Manager position, osition Mr. Shirani would apply for, was because
of his activities with Exelon Nuclear, the sole and final decision-maker as to the
restructuring of the Internal Audit Department, te minimum qualifications necessary for each of
the positions in the new organization including that of Manager, and the decision that Mr.
Shirani should not be placed in a r sition. Exelon Nuclear had no connection
whatsoever with those decisions. hired by Exelon BSC in 1E.2001, long after
Mr. Shirani left Exelon Nuclear and purportedly raised safety concerns. ad no
previous connection whatsoever with Exelon Nuclear and was hired into an oganization distinct
and separate from Exelon Nuclear. Finally, 'tdecision not to offer Mr. Shirani the
Manager's position was based on legitimate and non-retaliatory reasons that Mr. Shirani himself
acknowledges: Mr. Shirani lacked the professional accreditation, the supervisory experience,
and the financial accounting experience that were prerequisites to the position. The individuals
selected for the Manager position met those prerequisites. In short, no causal connection exists
between Mr. Shirani's alleged protected activity and his termination. Mr. Shirani's employment
with Exelon BSC ended because he was not qualified for the position for which he applied and
he repeatedly refused to apply for his existing position. Without any evidence connecting his
termination to any protected activity, Mr. Shirani cannot make a prima facie showing of
retaliation and his case should be dismissed without further investigation.

EXHIBIT JL.
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Additionally, the substantial lapse of time between Mr. Shirani's alleged protected
activity and his termination defeats any inference of retaliation and, accordingly, any prima facie
case. S, Ug Carroll v. United States Department of Labor. 78 F.3d 352, 356 (8th Cir. 1996)
(holding that a claimant cannot make a prima facie case without showing that the claimant's
termination followed the protected activity so closely in time as to justify an inference of
retaliatory motive); Shusterman v. Ebasco Serv., Inc., 87-ERA-27 (See'y Jan. 6, 1992), slip op. at
8-9; Bassett v. Niaera Mohawk Power Co.. 86-ERA-2 (Sec'y Sept.28 1993) (same); see also
Bassett v. Niaera Mohawk Power Corp., 85-ERA-34 (Sec'y Sept. 28, 1993) (holding that the
temporal remoteness of the protected activity to the adverse action may refute a causal
connection). See also Lalvani v. Cook County 269 F.3d 785, 790 (7 Cir. 2001) (holding that
the lag time between the protected activity and the adverse action, by itself, can cast serious
doubt on a retaliation claim).

Mr. Shirani's audit findings were raised by him in his July 2000 audit report, over
15 months before the decision was made and relayed to him that he was not selected to be a
Manager and would be terminated. The courts and the DOL have found that similar or even
shorter periods of time can justify a finding that the claimant has failed to make a prima facie
case of retaliation. See, Clark County School Dist. v. Breeden, 532 U.S. 268, 273-74 (2001)
(finding that a 20-month lag time between the protected activity and the adverse action suggests
no causality); Morris v. The American Inspection Co.. 92-ERA-5 (holding that in the absence of
other evidence, four month lag time between protected activity and adverse action militated
against inference of retaliation); Davidson v. Middlefort Clinic 133 F.3d 499, 511 (7t Cir. 1998)
(five months); JuLfies v. Derwinski, 967 F.2d 1168, 1174-75 (7t Cir. 1992) (four months).

B. Mr. Shirani's Case Should Be Dismissed Because Exelon Would Have Terminated
Mr. Shirani Regardless of Whether He Engaged in any Protected Activity.

Section 211 and the DOL's regulations further provide that, even if a complainant
has made a prima facie showing, the DOL should cease its investigation and dismiss the
complaint if the employer demonstrates by clear and convincing evidence that it would have A
taken the same unfavorable personnel action in the absence of any protected activity. 42 U.S.C.
§ 5851 (b)(3)(B); 29 C.F.R. § 24.5(c)(1). Re ardiless of any protected actions by Mr. Shirani
during his employment with Exelon Nuclear ould have made the same decision
regarding Mr. Slifrani's employment, and Mr. Shirani would have been terminated. a
reorganization of the Internal Audit Department in Exelon BSC, the establishment oThe
Manager position and its minimum qualifications, the decision that Mr. Shirani would not be
placed in the Manager position, and the termination of Mr. Shirani had nothing whatsoever to do
with Exelon Nuclear or Mr. Shirani's alleged protected activities. Mr. Shirani caused his
termination by his refusal to even be considered for an Auditor position.

3-2001 055
EXHIBIT___
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C. None of the Other Actions That Mr. Shirani Appears to Challenge Can Form the
Basis of a Complaint Because They Are Untimely And, In Any Event, Were Not
Retaliatory.

In his Statement, Mr. Shirani directly or by implication appears to claim that other
actions by managers during his employment with Exelon Nuclear and then Exelon BSC were
somehow in retaliation for his having identified certain deficiencies during an audit of an Exelon
Nuclear vendor. None of them are actionable because they occurred well outside the 180-day
statute of limitations and are accordingly time-barred. In any event, there is again no evidence
that any such actions constituted acts of retaliation against Mr. Shirani.

1.. Mr. Shirani Was Not Forced or "Tricked" to Leave Exelon Nuclear.

A thread that appears to run through Mr. Shirani's Statement is the unsupported
notion that there was some conspiracy or plan to force him to leave Exelon Nuclear. All of the
facts only prove the contrary - that his supervisors in Exelon Nuclear valued Mr. Shirani's work
and desired that he remain in that organization. By many measures, Mr. Shirani was thriving in
Exelon Nuclear. He was the second highest paid Quality Auditor in his department, eahiing a
higher salary than even his supervisor. He had received favorable recommendations during his
entire tenure, including in 2000. Had there been any plot to expel Mr. Shirani from Exelon
Nuclear, the perfect opportunity to do so arose during the 2000 re-staffing process when he
applied for the Quality Auditor position. Instead, Mr. Shirani was selected for the position.

Not one manager told or asked Mr. Shirani to leave Exelon Nuclear. It was Mr.
Shirani, and Mr. Shirani alonewho initiated the contact with n Exelon BSC seeking a
job outside Exelon Nuclear. lamed to Mr. Shirani why it would be difficult to find
him an opportuity in an ad e the effort for him because Mr. Shirani
asked that~ p. Whe earned that Mr. Shirani was seeking to leave the Quality
Auditor position, asked Mr. Shirarii not to leave the organization. Mr.
Shirani voluntarily withdrew his nomination for the Diversity Manager position in Exelon-
Nuclear; no one asked or told hfin to do so.

In one of Mr. Shirani's more appalling attempts to construct a conspiracy where
there never was one, he makes reference to a January 2001 conversation with Ross Landsinan of
the NRC in which Mr. Landsman expressed surprise that Mr. Shirani no longer worked in
*Exelon Nuclear. Consistent with how he mischaracterizes events throughout the Statement, Mr.
Shirani shame ssl failed to tell Mr. Landsman the important fact that I. Shirani specifically
requested tha find him a job opportunity in Exe deed, when Mr. Shirani
tol ` bout hi conversation with Mr. Landsman, ked Mr. Shirani if he had 7] &

t3 _ad oX o
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told Lndsman that important fact. Mr. Shirani tol that he had not, and he agreed
with tat he should have.5 'iC

2. id Not Change the Minimum Qualifications of Mr. Shirani's Job
I the It rnal Audit Department Or Lower the Salary Grade of the Auditor
Position To Get Rid of Him.

As unsupported as Mr. Shirani's contention that there was a conspiracy to expel
ime ear is his contention tha ecisions on the structure of the

d the dutiesn. ifcations of the various positions were
motivated to get rid of to create a team of auditors who
are Exelon BSC employees so ia eplo0ees, rather than outside contractors, perform the audit
work. The minimum qualificatio the Manager position tracked the duties of that
position, duties that Mr. Shirani was not p rforning in his then' pps9iion (including supervising
others and performing and overseeing complex financial audits) k

OW ~n fact undertook various effortt help Mr. Shirani within the
department anrimprove is prospects for advancemento9erranged for on-the-job training for
him with the financial auditors, worked on giving him su dinates for supervisoB exerence,
and even devoted considcerable time to tutoring him on writing. Most telling was
prepared to give him the Auditor poition during th e fall 2001 Internal Auditr if he
expressed any interest in it. like many others, repeatedly asked him during the fall
2001 Internal Audit re-stafti gif he 'ould take the Auditor position and he continually refused. / (
While it is true that the Auditr position was one salary grade lower than Mr. Shirani's salary
grade as a Principal Auditor, did not make that decision, the company's compensation
analysts did. More important y,Mr.Shirani 0 Id not lbave had to have taken a pay cut. As he
was told repeatedly, his pay would remain and he would still be eligible for future
merit increases and bonuses_ .

Even if, despite all the contrary evidence, there was some animus onIy
part toward Mr. Shirani, there is no evidence that supports a conclusion that such aninus was the
result of Mr. Shirani's alleged protected activities during his tenure with Exelon Nuclear. Exelon
Nuclear had nothing to do with any )ecisions. was hired by Exelon
BSC in April 2001, long after Mr. Shirani left Exelon Nuclear4 had no previous

5 Without any. evidence of actual retaliation against him,.Mr. Shirani falsely attributes to certain
managers statements that Mr. Shirani hopes will create the impression that those managers knew
he was subjected to some unspecified "retaliation" by Exelon Nuclear. Exelon categorically -
dees that tose statements were ever made, including but not limited to the alleged statements
by on pages 4 and 5 of Mr. Shirani's Statement and the alleged statements by Assir or
Da ilva and liecer Palacios on pages 10 and 11. None of those individuals have ever believed*
that Mr. Shirani.was ever the. victim of retaliation from any managers in Exelon Nuclear.

* ' 2O ID °) l ° nEXHIBIT IL.
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connection whatsoever with Exelon Nuclear and was hired into an organization distinct from
Exelon Nuclear.

D. Mr. Shirani Did Not Engage In Any Protected Activity That Would Have Motivated
Any Exelon Nuclear Or Exelon BSC Mariagers To Retaliate Against Him.

The fundamental basis upon which he seeks to hinge his entire claim is that
managers were out to get him because of his audit of U.S. Dye & Tool. On a variety of levels,
this assumption requires an incredible stretch of logic.

Firsts that audit did not find that Exelon Nuclear had any safety violations or
safety problems. The audit was critical of U.S. Tool & Dye, an outside vendor. Furthermore,
that audit served Mr. Shirani's job duties as a Quality Auditor and the whole purpose of the
Supplier Evaluation Services department. That department is designed to do precisely what
auditors do - audit vendors and find and report any non-compliance issues. Mr. Shirani was paid
and instructed to do that audit, do it right, do it completely, and report everything that he found.
Mr. Shirani would have been faulted had he not done precisely what he did - find and report
problems in the U..S. Tool & Dye programs. Mou ld have been faulted had his
subordinate, Mr. Shirani, not made and reported those fidings and or had Mr. Shirani failed to
report any violations of NRC regulations or Exelon Nuclear standards. Indeed, contrary to any
retaliation, Mr. Shirani was commended and rewarded for his audit of U.S. Tool & Dye because
Mr. Shirani did precisely what he was supposed to do. His performance reviews for 1999 and
2000, the 2000 review occurring after he reported the audit in July 2000, rewarded him for his

nerforcce. In addition, elf reviewed, approved, and signed the audit. Thus,
had ownership of that audit as well.

Another reason why Mr. Shirani's audit of U.S. Tool & Dye would not have '
created any animus was that the audit and its "nine findings" were not out of the ordinary in the
Supplier Evaluation Services department. Other auditors have found problems of that and
greater magnitude against other vendors and are still valued members of the department. For
example, a Quality Auditor reported 18 violations against one vendor in 1999, and a different
Quality Auditor reported 10 violations against a vendor in February'2000. Both are still in the
department.

Mr. Shirani appears to suggest that certain managers might have been angered by
the NRC's request to review the U.S. Tool & Dye audit. This is again-untrue. The NRC always
has access to the quality audits of its licensees, and has frequently requested to review audits
done by Exelon or other NUPIC member utilities. The only reason there was some delay in
getting the U.S. Tool & Dye audit to the NRC in late 2000 was because the NRC requested a
copy of the audit, rather than just requesting an opportunity to review it on-site. The agreement
between NUPIC and its utility members requires a certain level of confidentiality that minimizes
the disclosure of adverse findings to competitors. As reflected in the letter to Mr. Landsman that
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accompanied the U.S. Tool & Dye audit, Ken Ainger of Exelon Nuclear had to assure that the
method of disclosure maintains that confidentiality. Exhibit D.

Mr. Shirani wrongly suggests that managers were angry at him because the audit
interfered with Exelon Nuclear's operations. A number of facts demonstrate that this is
nonsensical. There was never any effect on Exelon Nuclear's operations: Mr. Shirani's audit
never prevented or delayed the dry cask loading that commenced in June 2000. As early as
October 2000, Mr. Shirani himself reported to U.S. Tool & Dye that it had effectively resolved
the concerns Mr. Shirani had raised in the audit.6 Exhibit E. There was never an issue of a "stop
wgj order because Mr. Shirani himself decided that a "stop work" order was unnecessary. 0

ShiraniiftheU.S. Tool & Dye audit warrants a stop work order, and
Mr. Shirani told him it did not because the issues were not sufficiently severe and the resident
inspector on-site would handle things appropriately27 Thus, no manager had or expressed any
animus towards Mr. Shirani because of his audit.

Finally, it would take an even greater leap of logic or facts to suggest, as Mr.
Shirani appears to implicitly, thac or any other manager of Mr. Shirani's in Exelon
BSC would somehow have been affected by Mr. Shirani's audit findings regarding dry cask
storage containers used at Exelon Nuclear's power plants.

* Im. CONCLUSION

Mr. Shirani's entire Statement is founded on distortions of events and the
-omission of crucial facts that undermine any claim that he has ever been the victim of retaliation
for having engaged in protected activities. There is no basis for a finding that Mr. Shirani's
termination, or any of the other actions of Exelon Nuclear or Exelon BSC managers that he
challenges, had anything to do with retaliatory animus arising from his audit findings in July
2000. Mr. Shirani has failed to make even a prima facie showing of retaliation; and Exelon has
demonstrated with clear and convincing evidence that his protected activities had nothing to do
with the decisions at issue. Accordingly, Mr. Shirani's claims should be dismissed.

6 Thus, 'the rather cryptic allegation by Mr. Shirani that Paul Planing in December 2000 said
"You screwed m roject" is nonsense. By that time, the issues had been resolved. Exelon
denies th ak .en Ainger, Paul Planing, or George Hertz made any of the statements
that Mr. Shirani alleges somehow evidence they were upset by the U.S. Tool & Dye audit or the
NRC's interest inthat audit.
7 Mr. Shirani's claim that he did not issue a stop-work order because of some imagined fear of IC
retaliation further belied by the fact that he had no authority whatsoever to issue such a stop
work order. a ad that authority, not Mr. Shirani. Asfurther ewdence that Mr.
Shirani's work on U.Sool & Dye would not create retaliatory animus,_iimself has
at one time put a stop order on U.S. Tool & Dye shipping any further pro quality
assurance concerns.
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Please contact either of the undersigned if you would like further information or
assistance. We intend to fully cooperate with your efforts.

Respectfully submitted,
EXELON CORPORATION

By:
One o eys

Robert E. Helfich
Assistant General Counsel
Exelon Nuclear
4300 Winfield Road
5' Floor
Warrenville, IL 60555
(630) 657-3769
Fax: (630) 657-4333

Scott E. Gross
Sidley Austin Brown & Wood
Bank One Plaza
10 South Dearborn St.
Chicago, IL 60603
(312) 853-7011
Fax: (312) 853-7036
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